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1. Central - Africa

centuries, these crosses were being used more and more for daily commerce. They served
as bride price, as the marriage of a woman meant a loss of labour for the family of the
bride that had to be compensated. A woman was worth a large cross, but a second
smaller one had to be thrown in if the bride had special qualities.
The crosses were used in the 19th century above all by Arab wholesalers along the trade
routes along the Eastern African coast stretching as far as Kenya. In the 20th century the
crosses were also seen to have medicinal qualities and as insignia of power. Shortly after
the declaration of independence of the Democratic Republic of Congo on 30 th June 1960,
the Katanga Province also sought political autonomy. Thus the province seceded from the
rest of the country after a putsch. During the short phase of Katanga independence (19601963) the crosses became the official emblem of the country and the National Bank of
Katanga issued coin on which the crosses were displayed (see illustration right).
Lit.: Opitz 124

1.1.1. Katanga Crosses, Congo, Simbabwe1,
13th – 20th cent., 21 – 26 cm; 798 – 1098 g, 7 items: total weight.: 6748 g
This type of cross served in many central African societies over the centuries as
commodity money for trade and barter. They were almost as valuable as ivory. In 1907 a
male slave cost three to five crosses and a female slave one cross. In 1924 a cross was
worth the equivalent of 10 kilos of flour and 10 would buy a rifle.
The crosses had different functions and symbolic meanings. Alongside their use as
commodity money, the copper bars served as a stock of raw material as well as being an
insignia of dignity and power. The first copper crosses emerged in the 13th century in
graves in the south of present-day Katanga, at the same time as the cowry shell and glass
beads, which also served as money. In the 18th and 19th century the copper crosses were
used to pay the tributes that those regions where copper was minted had to pay to the
Kingdom of Lunda. This covered a vast area including present-day Katanga, Northern
Zambia and Eastern Angola. Towards the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th
1
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1.1.2. Handa, Luba (Baluba), Yeke, Congo, Zambia, 14th -19th cent., copper2
L: 1-10.2 cm. W: 2-86 g, 53 items, total weight: 614 g
Handa were already in use before the introduction of Katanga crosses. They were utilized
later as change for Katanga crosses. The oldest examples were found in the region of
Upemba on the upper reaches of the Lualaba River. In these digs, the crosses were found
- often bound together – in the hands of diseased persons. At the end of the 19th century
the Handa crosses became so numerous that they began to lose value and were replaced
by cowry shells and pearls.
Lit.: Ballarini, 318; Opitz 125
2
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1.2. West Africa and Sahara

1.1.12. MongoAnklet, Mongo,
Ngombe, Budja,
Congo
13 cm, 4342 g
This
heavy
example of "bronze
money"
is
characterized
by
horizontal stripes,
which demanded
great
dexterity
from the smithy. It
was
made
in
Bozene, a village
on the upper Ngiri
River.
Lit.:
Ballarini,
3293

1.1.13. Mombongo,
Libinza, Congo
13 cm, 4441 g
The word Mombongo
means "money" and
this
anklet
was
reaquested for marriage contracts.
A man who did not of
possess at least one of
them was not allowed
to marry.
The Libinza live
along the upper Ngiri
River.
Lit.: Ballarini, 345

3
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1.2.1. Togo Stone – archeological trove find (syn. Sokpé), Accan, Baule, Ashanti, Togo,
Ghana, Nigeria, pre-colonial or prehistoric.
4 – 8 cm; 244 items: total weight: 25.6 kg4
This trove comes from an archeological dig carried out in the middle of the 1960s. In
order to finance the cost of further digs, it was decided to sell the entire trove together. It
was bought in 1969 by H.L.Diamond. According to Charles Thurstan Shaw, the director
of the Archaeological Institute of the University of Ibadan only 52 finds were known at
the time in the whole of Western Africa. In each case only individual pieces were found.
A similar trove with 328 items is on display in the Museum of Accra, the capital of
Ghana.
It has been suggested that the worked stones were carved out of pieces of quartz from the
Atlas Mountains around 2000 years ago. Their main characteristic is a double conic
aperture in the centre. These stones were called sokpé (thunderstones) by the locals,
because they fell from heaven with a clap of thunder. They were not only used as money,
but also for magic and ritualistic purposes.
Lit.: Opitz 273, 275; correpondence of H.L. Diamond and Hans Rosenberg (16.12.1969)
4
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1.2.47. Mondua Bars, Zarma, Fulani, etc., Nigeria, 1600 - 1948
W: 14.5 – 8.5 cm; H.:15 – 7.2 cm; 6 items, total weight: 4267 g5
These particularly heavy armillas are are twisted and have thicker polyhedric ends. They
are richly decorated and are available in different sizes. The heavier versions in particular
function exclusively as money. They are also known as "Wedding Maniles", as they were
often used to pay bride price. There are also "extortionate forms" that weigh up to 7
kilograms.
Lit.: Kuhn 30, Ballarini, 91
1.2.48. Money Rings, Kapsiki, Bidda,
Nigeria, 6.9-9.1 cm, 86-222g; 4pcs: 734 g
An open ring with conical ends:
concentric threads are wound around in
front of the latter which are decorated by
three small balls. This form of "money"
was worn above all as jewelry by
unmarried young girls. Above centre is a
child’s ring.
Lit.: Glar 2,1/3 object 6; 1/6 object 11
5
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1.2.72. Hollow Ankle , Baoulé, Dan, Ivory Coast6
3 items: 4213 g
These hollow ankle rings were created through lost wax casting and were part of a dowry
and functioned as a store of wealth. The example below is fitted with a slit into which
stones could be inserted for a rattle effect. The Baoulé live between Comoé and the
Bandama River.
Lit.: Opitz 276; Fisher 89,
ill.; Fagg obj. 69
1.2.73. Hollow Baoulé –
ankle ring, Ivory Coast,
late 19th or early 20th
century.
15.5 cm; 1209 g
Elaborate rings like this
one were worn by women
around their ankles. The
unusually fine execution of
this one is extremely rare.
Valuable piece.
Lit.: Klever, 73
6
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2.1.18 Triangle
Sycee, 232 g; 6
cm
Not documented.
The
engraved
symbol is unknown.
Lit.: Cribb, 305f;
Ref.:
Stephen
8
Tai

2.1.3. "Pack Saddles" Sycees (Pai-Fang-Ding)
á 5 Tael, Yünnan, Thailand, Burma, 1875-1933,
silver, L: ~ 6cm, á 192 g. 5 items: 962 g7
The name is derived from two forms. In China
this form is known as "Pai-Fang-Ding", after
the characteristic form of entrance gates in
South Western China. The Western name,
however, orients itself towards associations
with pack saddles. A number of government and bank hallmarks are visible, which
document the purity of the silver. There were over one hundred banks in the Yunnan
Province which organized the casting. The special characteristic of Pai-Fang-Ding is the
fact they represent the first attempt at standardization in the over thousand-year-old
history of silver currency in China. This includes both the length, breath, weight and
purity (usually around 96%). As the Chinese had little faith in paper money and
contemporary coins were of low value, silver bars were used for large purchases. The
significance of silver as a means of payment continued to grow from the period of the
Tang Dynasty (618-906) onwards. There were attempts to replace silver during the Ming
Dynasty (1369-1644) but the population was loath to accept paper money. Tax payment
were effected in silver from 1581 onwards, instead of for instance in cereals.
The Catalogue of Sycee of the British Museums lists 266 different types of "pack saddle"
sycees and Stephen Tai devotes a whole book to "Pai-Fang-Ding" where he lists a total
of 397 different examples.
Lit.: Opitz 246, Tai (1997)
7
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2.1.19 ConeLike Sycee,
Dynasty (16161911),
7-10 tael, 8
items (139 337g), total
weight: 1438 g
In Shanghai,
tax was paid
with
sycees,
where the unit
of weight was
the tael (1 tael
= 34.2 grams).
This Haikuan
Tael was the
equivalent of
1½
Mexican
dollars or 0.7
US
dollars.
Depending on
the local value,
they could be
exchanged for
between 700
and
2000
Chinese cash coins. Large payments were made with silver bars weighing 50 Tael.
Lit.: Meyers, 218; Ref.: vgl.: http://oddcollection.blog.com/2011/02/15/about-sycees
8
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2.2.12.
Hōei Yotsu-ho Silver
Chōgin ND (1711-1712),
9 x 3,6 cm; 226 g (!)
4 "ho" era stamps
and 11 perimeter
stamps. The
unusual weight of the present
example is rare for this type.
Lit.: JNDA,(2012), 09-6410

2.2.13.
Tempō Silver Chōgin ND,
1837-1858
9,1 x 3,5 cm;183 g
God of wealth,
Two era designators.
Lit.: JNDA, (2012), 09-68

2.1.45. Tea Brick Money , China, Tibet, Mongolia, Russia, 19th - mid 20th cent.
left: 24 x19 x 2.2 cm; 1140 g; right: 35 x 18.6x 3.3 cm; 1971g. 2 items,
total weight: 3111g9

2.2.14.
Ansei Silver Chōgin ND, 1859-1865
8,6 x 3,2 cm, 123 g

The first row of letters on the lefthand brick with 5 stars: Zhaoliqiao Zhuancha Chang
Zhizao ("made in the Zhaoliqiao Tea Factory").
"Zhuan-Cha" were already developed by the Chinese during the Tang-Dynastie (618 –
907 n. Chr.) to keep tea compact and durable during the arduous caravan journeys to
Russia or Tibet . In order to create a tea brick weighing around one to two kilograms,
tealeaves were dried, desiccated and sieved, saturated over steam and pressed into shape.
The bricks could then be broken off and used to make tea. The tea bricks carried specific
stamped patterns on their surface that referred to their weight, quality and value. Tea
bricks come in different quality and hence their value also varies. Alongside the quality,
supply and demand were factors affecting price, together with the distance from markets.
Around 1900, for instance, a sheep cost 12 to 15, a horse 20 and a camel up to 150 tea
bricks in Mongolia.
Counterfeit versions of tea money were by no means rare. In order to improve their
colour, soot was sometimes added during their manufacture. It was also possible for the
interior of the tea brick to consist of worthless twigs and stems of tea leaves. Shortly
before the invasion of Tibet (1949), China bought up all available tea bricks to hinder
Tibet from buying foreign currency.
Lit.: Opitz 337
9

Two era designators,
God of Plenty
Lit.: JNDA, (2012), 09-69

2.2.15.
Genbun (Bunsei?) Silver Chōgin ND,
1736-1818 (1820-1837?)
7,6 x 2,8cm; 76 g
Two era designators,
God of Plenty
Lit.: JNDA, (2012), 09-66

page 110 of 236
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2.3.8. Nan Tok, 1615 - 1768
~ 4 cm; á ~ 50 g. 9 items, total weight: 521 g11
Round bars of low-value silver with orange
crusts. Nan Tok derives its name from the Nan
Province. Some have holes, so that they can be
threaded on ropes. Tok money was the currency
of the Kingdom of Lan Na ("Land of the
Million Rice Fields", 11th – 14th centuries),
which was an independent principality in the
north of present-day Thailand. The bars were
minted from silver with the addition of bronze
and copper. Tok money was still in use in the
north along the Menam (Chao Phraya) and
Mekong Rivers in 1940.
Lit.: Opitz 354
2.3.9. Chiang Mai Tok, 1615 - 1768
 ~ 2.1 – 6.2 cm; 13 items: 654 g
Blackened convex surface with a
yellowish, reddish brown underside.
This coloration evolved through a
chemical
reaction
during
the
manufacturing process. Before casting
the coins, eggyoke or chicken blood
was mixed into the silver alloy. They
were used largely for the purchase of
land or as bride price. Two pieces had
to be paid for the bride and a further
two in the event of divorce. The
denomination was one Tamlung (63 –
77 gram sivler) and there were als ½, ¼ and ⅛ sub-units.
Lit.: Opitz 354

2.3.31. Buffalo Cowbells (hka-lauk), Burma, 19th cent.
B: max. 13.5 cm; H: max.: 10.6 cm; G.: max. 815 g.
12 items, total weight: 4371 g12
Alongside buffalo
bells, animal bells in
other forms (e.g. for
goats) with punches
were in use as money.
The casters have
punched their names
and stamps in ancient
Burmese script.
Foundry work was highly regarded in Burma and this
form of craftsmanship was associated with strength,
bravery and integrity. Alongside floral patterns, birds are
also visible as motives. They are regarded in the local
culture as a symbol of freedom and as a connection
between heaven and earth. Today genuine examples can
hardly be found anymore in Burma and are hence
very valuable.
Lit.: vgl. Quiggin, 258 f., 260

2.3.10. Namo Money, Thailand, 1x gold, 15x silver
5 mm – 1.1 cm; max. diameter: 2.5 g; 16 items,: 21 g
The Kingdom of Srivijaya (8th – 13th centuries) with its
core region of Java extended its trading links throughout
Southern Thailand. Thus it exerted a strong cultural and
Buddhist influence on these areas. Namo money is seen
as the direct predecessor of bullet money which was introduced during the Sukhothai era and
was in use until the 19th century. Namo money got its name from the hallmark of the Brahmin
symbol Na on the upper side. Typically coffee-bean like form, in later periods the underside
was decorated with illustrations of flowers, chakras, mussels or temples.
Lit.: Piromya 1973, 22
11
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12
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2.8. Indonesia, Malaysia

2.8.1. Breast Decoration (Babar Island, Maluku
Islands), Silver, 27. 24 cm. 2 items: 869 g13
These dishes were still worn around 1920 and were therefore not just a means of exchange but
were also used as jewelry and to denote social status.
Lit.: Rodgers 214, ill. in situ: fig. 145
2.8.2. Kris, Java, Indonesia, iron
L: 27,6 cm; 120 g
Human figure as handle, wrought together
with the blade in one piece. This
"undulating" form no longer functions as a
weapon. In the past the iron of these daggers
was presumed to be the seat of mysterious
powers, and for this reason old examples
were very valuable. Alongside being a
means of storing value they were also a
token of good luck and a bride price.
Lit.: Kuhn & Rabus, 13
13
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2.8.19. Swivel Cannons (type: Bedil Buloh), Brunei, Greater Sunda Islands, Malay
Archipelago, Borneo, ca. 1400 – early 20th century
L: ca. 65 cm; H: ~ 7.9 kg, Total weight: 15.8 kg14
As no cannon manufacture has been found in Brunei, it cannot be said for certain where these
examples originated. It is certain, however, that their decoration closely resembles the typical
ornamental characteristics that can be found on other metalwork pieces in Brunei. Most pieces
probably date from the 18th century, when there was a war with Spain. The cannons were
originally intended for naval warfare; the smaller one being used for signaling, firing salutes
and as an object of prestige. A boat without cannon was held in low regard - together with its
owner. A minister would be presented with this type of cannon on his investiture. Similar
examples were viewed as being a valuable form of payment not merely in the Sultanate of
Brunei, but in the entire Indonesian region up to the Bird’s Head Peninsula on New Guinea.
Cannons made of bronze, brass, copper or iron were in themselves valuable objects because
of their metal content and were as a result much sought after objects of exchange. Alongside
this, they also found use for penalty payments and as bride price. Thus, the Dusun and the
Melano on Borneo measured the bride price according to pikul units of weight (1 pikul = 60
kilogram). Depending on the status of the bride, between two and five pikul would have to be
paid which would be weighed in with cannons, buffalo cowbells, gongs or porcelain from
China.
The 1 Brunei-Dollar coin from 1970 is illustrated with a "money cannon" (left picture).
Lit.: Kuhn 14, 15, Opitz 100, Shariffuddin 72-118, Linklater 195

14
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3.17. Bone Daggers,
Papua-Neuguinea,
L: 26 cm16
Bones
of
cassowaries
(large, land-bound birds) or human bones that were tured into "daggers" that, however, had no
function as weapons. The example on the left exhibits delicate carving that is typical of the
Sepik Region, the longest river on the Island. This item was bought in Vienna in 1979 for
ATS 3.300.
Lit.: Opitz 127

3.18. Tambua, Sperm Whale Tooth, Fiji, Micronesia, 18.5 cm; 448 g
2.9.1. Mokko tanah
h: 57 cm, : 34.5 cm; 9,6 kg15
A very old bronze mokko, that probably dates from 1800: some experts think it may be several
hundred years old.
The original four handles have broken off. The spaces between these are decorated by four
stylized heart-shaped double visages that terminate in rectangular band decoration. There are
tripartite decorative strip bands above each of these in the waist of the bowl and at the very
bottom. In 1850 two women or 7700 kilogrames of rice were offered for a similar mokko.
Particuarly old pieces have an almost venerated status and are seen even today as the
residence of the souls of ancestors. Its value in 1932 was estimated as being 3,000 Dutch
guilders. There are very similar pieces in the Jakarta Museum and the Leiden Museum.
Lit.: Kuhn & Rabus 2003, 11; 81, ill. 48: Typus ZG, Bernet-Kempers 1988, 365, 572;
Diamond 1975, 27; picture in situ: veneration of ancestors in front of a mokko in Lantoka on
Alor Island. (Kuhn & Rabus 2003, ill. 17.; by courtesy Georg Kirner).
15
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Engraved name: IAIKELI. (The chieftain of the Iaikeli tribe was on board the "Pearl" as the
Fiji Islands agreed to accept the sovereignity of the Queen of England on 21st March 1874.)
The teeth of the sperm whale were a very vauable means of exchange on Fiji and also served
as very prestigious gifts. They were used for important transactions such as the purchase of a
canoe as well as courtship, during which the boy held the tooth like an engagement ring in
his hand. A thick cord allowed the tambua to be worn as a heavy necklace. When the Queen
visited Fiji in 1950 she was presented a tambua as a gift of honour. The older and yellower
the teeth the more sought after they were and, hence, the higher their value and their dark
coloration. For this reason turmeric yellow (yellow ginger) was sometimes used as dye to
"enhance" their value. Under the crown local civil servants were paid in Stirling coin. A
petition was submitted asking for a more "honorable" payment in the form of tambua. A
tambua is also depicted on the 20 cents coin of 1960.
Lit.: Hingston Quiggin 110, 129-130; Opitz 378; Fijian News. Daily Southern Cross,
Volume XXX, Issue 5215, 9 May 1874, Page 3

16
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3.30. Chieftain's Arm Ring, Bougainville Island,
17
Salomon Islands, 11 cm, 375 g
This object originates, according to the label, from the
Edward Armytage Collection, one of the most
important private ethnographical collections. A
number of items were acquired by the British
Museum after the death of the collector in 1946.
Lit.: Regan & Griffin

3.31. Mbarake (tinete in Marovo), Choiseul,
Simbo, Isabel, Kolombangara, Ranongga,
Rendova and Ghizo Islands in the West
Salomons , ~ 9 cm, 114 g
Shell rings are known in general in this region
as poata, which also simply means "money".
Mbarake rings serve as money with a relatively
fixed value. They were not only used to pay the bride price and to buy land; they were used
on the lagoon island of Roviana to buy slaves from Choiseul, necklaces and girls from Simbo,
turtles from Isabel or signs and bags from Kolombangara.
Lit.: Opitz 220

3.32. Umbu, Salomon Islands, from fosselized giant shells
(Tridacna), 14 cm, h 2.6 cm; 807 g
A large poata is known under this name. Rings like these were once worth the head of one's
enemy or up to half a ton of sago (the sap of the sago palm). After the advent of missionaries
their value began to decline. Picture left: the largest shell rings were known as tinete on New
Georgia. Picture taken in 1986 on Vangunu Island.
Lit.: Opitz 261, Hingston Quiggin 122f., picture in situ: Edvard Hviding, 94
17
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4.1. Aztec Axe Money, chisel form , 8th to 16th centuries, Mexico, copper-arsen, bronze.
H max.: 19,5 cm, W max.: 7,5 cm. 6 items, total weight: 372 g18
These items illustrate the transition from everyday objects to a more abstract form of money.
While the two lower examples could have served as tools because of their thickness, the top
four were made of such thin copper sheeting that they would have been totally unsuitable for
any practical use. The locations where they were found also speak for their high, non-material
value alongside their use as money. Many were discovered in graves or in subterranean
hoards, usually in quantities of several dozen. The addition of arsen hardens the copper and
originally produced a bright pink colour. With an addition of more than 7 percent, the copper
alloy becomes whiteish. A highly polished finish was the prerequisite for attaining full value.
This factor was responsible for an humiliating story for Cortez's soldiers. They had the order
to extract gold from the natives. The Aztecs brought these polished, gleaming axes, which the
soldiers mistook for gold because of their appearance. They purchased 600 items and
dispatched them to Cuba. There the treasure trove was unloaded and opened by an eager
governor. The carrier earned only ridicule and approbation for his trouble, as the presumed
gold pieces had oxidized in the meantime.
Lit.: Opitz 24

4.2. Inka Axe Money, Peru, Ecuador
800 -1400 AD, copper, bronze
L: ~ 6.5 cm; ~16g
7 items, total weight: 148 g
Lit.: Hosler et.al.; cf. Opitz 25

18
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5.1. Slag Lump, South
Eastern Europe, Bronze
Age, c. 2000 BC.
24 cm, 4973 g20

4.19. Hawcock - Shell Money, (syn. “Indian money”), Pomo, Chumash, Nishinam,
California; L double: 35 cm, G: 878 g19
These discs were manufactured from the Californian butterclam Saxidomus nutalli, or Tivela
stultorum respectively, that had been collected for instance by the Indians in Bodega Bay
(Sanoma County). The picture on the right shows a richly festooned Nishnam girl. The usual
diameter of the discs was usually 1.25 cm, larger examples such as the one above were rarer.
The Pomo valued 160 discs to one silver Dollar. Many Indian tribes in North America used
shell money already before any contact with Europeans. They were used as an universal
means of exchange: to ransom a prisoner from death, for bride and blood money, to pay
penalties, to contract murderers and to recruit mercenaries from other tribes, to gain speaking
time at meetings, as gifts, etc. For the first Europeans it was obligatory to pay for furs with
shell money. (Between 1624 and 1632, 92,000 beaver and 8,500 otter furs were dispatched to
Holland alone.) A rope of one fathom (= 1.82 meters) was worth 5 guilders and 2½ beaver
furs.
Lit.: Taxay 67, ill.: 73; Kuhn 20; Opitz 371
4.20. Abalone Shells (Lat. Haliotis,
syn. ear shells, sea ears, and
muttonfish or muttonshells),
Californian Pacific Coast. L (max):
6.6 cm; 5 items: 37 g
These are a species of large snail
belonging to the Haliotidae family
that are to be found in almost all warm
oceans. They possess a pearly armour.
In the middle of the 19th century, one
shell was worth $1. Around 1900 the
Indians gave the shells a value of $6,
which was the equivalent of the price
of a horse.
Lit.: Opitz 11; Taxay 71-74

19
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When it became possible
to produce bronze from
an alloy of copper and
pewter around 4,000
years ago, these metals
themselves were used as
payment in the form of
bars and cut-offs and
according
to
their
weight. As this form of
payment proved unmanageable especially in
foreign trade because of
its weight, so-called
symbolic forms were
developed from around
1600
BC
onwards,
whose weight and forms were standardized.
Lit.: Kuhn 6

5.2. Kimmeridge Money,
Oil Shale, England (800 b.c.- 4th
cent.).
 4.1 and 5.3 cm, total weight: 24 g
Old inscription, probably from the
19th century: "Kimmeredge Money,
Jackson."
Kimmeridge is a small village in
Dorset, on the southern coast of
England. Small discs with concentric
gouging marks which often had
square holes in their middle were
found in a number places.
Decorative jewelry rings from the
same material were found nearby in
a number of Roman graves. Hence, it has been suggested, not least because of their careful
workmanship, that these discs were used in Roman times or even earlier in the Iron Age by
the inhabitants as money.
Lit.: Calkin 45-67
20
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Ǥ̶Ǧ̶

1901, A group of Eso (Topoke) with their "Liganda" - Spear Money
(Photo taken by Emil Torday. In Ballarini, 283)

1909-1915, Marriage dowry payment .
(Photo by Herbert Lang during his expedition to the Mangbetu prople. In Ballarini, 360)
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6. 1. Africa

77

78

Left: below 6.1, above 6.2. Middle: below 6.3, above 6.4. Right: below 6.5, above 6.6.
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6.17 "Liganda" ("ngeble") spearmoney, Lokele, Topoke. DRC
L: 166 cm, 1743 g
Impressive spear-money made of
wrought-iron. It was mainly used as
bride-payment, and to buy canoes. But it
also played an important role in the
slave trade as means of payment: A
male slave was worth about 30
Ligandas, a female 40-100. Ligandas
were made until 1920, and had an
equivalent value of 5 Belgian Francs at
the time. The Topoke named this means
of pay-ment “ndoa”. The picture shows
a boy from the tribe of the Lokele, who
holds a Liganda with the left hand, and
a Shoka with the right. (10-25 Shokas
were worth 1 Liganda). Among the
Turumbu, a tribe beyond the Congo
river to the north of the city Kisangani,
one Liganda was worth 100-250
Mitako, or more than 5 English
shillings.
Ref: Dorotheum Wien, Id. Nr.: 139065285/0041
Lit: Opitz 202;Quiggin 63. Fig.in situ:
Quiggin, Plate 3, Pic.4.

6.20 Shortswords of Poto and Ngombe, Dem. Rep. Congo
from left to right:
L: 47 cm, 369 g, Double-sided blade with three middle-openings,
attached to a wooden-hilt, with iron-striped bands, dot- and line-decor,
knob with decorative brass nails.
Ref: Dorotheum Wien, Id. Nr.: 139-065285/0031
Lit: Zirngibl 2009, Ill:272; Fischer & Zirngibl,78.
L: 60 cm, 455 g, Double-sided blade, with two openings, dot- and linedecoration, wooden-hilt attached with copper-strips, as also with brassrelief encasement. Without “ball“.
Ref: Dorotheum Wien, Id. Nr.: 139-065285/0030
Lit: Fischer & Zirngibl, 191f;

n.d. Poto
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L: 69 cm, 866 g, Sword with typical broad-blade, double-edged, two
openings below, middle-ridge, dot- and line-ornamentation, wooden-hilt attached with woven
vegetable-fibre. This knife has a ball covered with fur. It is said to contain magic substances.
Ref: Dorotheum Wien, Id. Nr.: 139-065285/0029.
Lit: Opitz 185, Zirngibl 2009, Fig. 279, Fig. in situ: ill. 279 (no date given).
1911, Lokele boy
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L: 61 cm, 422 g, Middle-ridge, two openings, double-edged blade with line-decoration, hilt
bound with brass-wire. Leather balls filled with vegetable fibre.
Ref: Dorotheum Wien, Id. Nr.: 139-065285/0028
Lit: Opitz 189, Fischer & Zirngibl 194, Fig. 352
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5.000 shells.

6.27. "ikul", (syn.:
ikula), Kuba, Dem.
Rep. Congo

6.28. "mbulu" (syn: ngulu)
Sword, Ngombe et.al., Dem. Rep.
Congo; L: 80 cm, 955 g

Typical for this form of
money,
which
gradually transformed
from being a practical
knife into a kind of
currency,
are
the
wooden-hilts
reminiscent of turbans,
that were often very
deli-cately ornamented.
The knives are doubleedged, and have a
middle-ridge.
Ikula
means
"knife
of
peace", and replaced
the shongo throwing
knife,
which
was
banned by the king. In
1907,
an
English
expedition found, that
an ikul would cost

Curved blade, 4 protrusions on
the inner side, lavish embossed
ornamentation on both sides, with
the inscription “1935…” Blade
attached with iron spiral-binding
to wooden-hilt. Double-knob
made of black wood and
suspension pegs. The mbulu had
many uses, not only to behead
delin-quents, but also used by the
women of the Ngbaka tribe, to
swing
at
ritual
dances.
Furthermore, it was also used as
money. 20 of them were a
wedding dowry price.
Ref: Dorotheum Wien, Id. Nr.:
139-065285/0036
Lit: Zirngibl 2009, Ill: 256,
Fischer & Zirngibl, 110, Fig. 193,
text 108f; Opitz 185; Gosseau.
Vol 2. Ill. in situ:
Buschan III, ill 123.

left: L.: 35,5cm; 416 g, Blade with
symmetrical arrangement of holes.
Ref: Dorotheum Wien, Id. Nr.: 139065285/0018
Lit: Opitz, 184
middle: L: 42 cm, 636 g, lineengraving, typical wooden-hilt, Kubapatterns of studded tin
Ref: Dorotheum Wien, Id. Nr.: 139065285/0016
Lit: Zirngibl 2009, 201, fig. 478;
Fischer & Zirngibl, 148 f;
right: L 38 cm, 384 g; Blade with 3
tips, line-engraving, wooden-hilt
without decoration.
Ref:: Dorotheum Wien, Id. Nr.: 139065285/0017
Lit: Zirngibl 2009, 201, fig. 480,
cf Fischer & Zirngibl, 148 f; Opitz 163
Ill. in situ: myweb.tiscali.co.uk.

n.d. Kuba men with masks and ikul
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1914, warrior from Ntumba-Lake
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6.29
"trumbash"Sickel-knife,
(syn.:
dupa,
nagata),
Mangbetu, Dem. Rep.
Congo. ~ 19th century,
The Mangbetu used the
trumbash
both
as
symbol of rank as well
as
money.
The
Bushongo (=Baku-ba),
which means "people
of the throwing knife"
used the trumbash only
as currency. It is
believed,
that
the
number of holes in the
blade could denote the
number of wives the
owner of the knife had.

6.30. "kilonda"- Axe, Songye, Nsapo,
Luba, Dem. Rep. Congo.
H: 41 cm, B: 25 cm, 1222 g
Broad blade with wrought-iron wickerwork and two heads of iron. Dotdecoration. The whole shaft bound in
copper-plating and spirals. These axes
were primarily insignia of rank worn for
parade and ceremonial display. But in
later years they were turned out in large
numbers for European trade. Florid
specimens flooded the market and were
also used for native trade. Many of the
axes have an open-worked copper design
of a "handa", a cross-shaped ancient
means of payment, in the middle of the
blade (→1.1.2.).
Ref: Dorotheum Wien, Id. Nr.: 139065285/0034
Lit: Opitz 19; Zirngibl 2009, Ill: 529;
Fischer & Zirngibl, 161, Quiggin 63, Ill:
Plate 1/13. Ill. in situ: Rachewiltz,172
1963, Luba chieftain

left: H: 42 cm, B: 28 cm, 903 g
Broad, curved blade, with middleridge and 8 holes, hilt made of old
ivory
Ref: Dorotheum Wien, Id. Nr.: 139065285/0032
Lit: cf Zirngibl 2009, 147, fig. 339
right: H: 45 cm, B: 25 cm, 674 g
Curved blade with middle-ridge, set
above the rest (seldom!) 9 decorative
holes, wooden hilt, partly bound in iron-wire.
Ref: Dorotheum Wien, Id. Nr.: 139-065285/0033
Lit: Zirngibl 2009, 146, fig. 334;
1936, Mangbetu warriors
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6.31. "ikulmbaang"Messer, Kuba, Dem. Rep. Congo
L: 34 cm, 405 g

Ill in situ: http://afritorial.com/tribe-

Status-knife, middle-ridge, line-engraving, wooden-hilt with copper-plating, in part lavishly
decorated in chequered pattern, brass-spiral-binding, with copper-“bell” beneath. Rare and
particularly valuable! A similar piece can be found in the Collection of Hampton University
Museum.
Ref: Dorotheum Wien, Id. Nr.: 139-065285/0019
Lit: Fischer & Zirngibl, 154, Fig. 279

the-mangbetu/, cf. Quiggin, 68f
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